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Abstract
Exploring outer space to perform in-situ science and search for chemical signatures
indicative of water-based and hydrocarbon-based life has fascinated man since the
space age. This work proposed a conceptual design for a novel mobility system. The
rollocopter is a novel aerial-ground mobility system with distributed propulsion
system. It is superior to previous mobility systems and is failure resilient and energy
efficient. This work also proposed bio-inspired hull design and characterized impact
dynamics for composite material.

Introduction
Humans have been fascinated with the idea of space exploration since the
beginning of the space age. Surface exploration has been the ultimate ambition of
this exploration. However, the mobility systems developed so far are limited in
various ways such as reachability, versatility, terrain adaptiveness, maximum range
and energy efficiency, etc.

Current Mobility Systems

The overall objectives of the project are:
1. Develop a concept design for a mobility system that addresses some of the
disadvantages of the present mobility systems.
2. Investigate biologically inspired structure for the mobility system.
3. Investigate various material systems that will ensure failure resilient of the
structure.
4. Perform preliminary material impact dynamics characterization simulation.

Advantages
1. Multiple locomotion modes: Flying/Rolling/Hovering/Bouncing
2. Energy-Efficient (8x more than helicopter per charge-level)
3. Faster (travels ~100x further distance than rover per hour)
4. Larger Payload (34+ kg on Titan)
5. Hardware is risk-averse (minimum moving parts)
6. Resilient to collisions and impact
7. Can reach areas beyond the reach of today’s mobility systems

Rollocopter Hull Design & Material Selection
Design Requirements:
1. Lightweight and compliant structure
2. Impact resistant & damage tolerant
3. Corrosion resistant and low cost

Potential Application Areas
The rollocopter has many space and non-space applications.

Space Applications:
1. Enables new missions
2. Explore extreme areas such as caves, cryo-volcanos, deep craters, etc.
3. Perform in-situ science
4. Mapping and exploration technology for Mars: Caves, Canyon walls, crevices
5. Low cost entry, descent and landing (EDL), low-cost multi-robot mission

Significance of Work
This work will significantly advance the state-of-the-art in mobility and can lead
to science from unexplored areas, resulting in breakthrough discoveries

Hull Structure:
1. Geodesic is a fully triangular, spherical, spaceframe structure
2. Geodesic provided optimum rigidity.
3. Equilateral → stresses will be approximately the same on all the struts → so
there is very little wasted strength.

Material System Selection
Light weight Material System
1. Metallic foam cored castings using aluminum or titanium alloys as base metal
alloys
2. Aluminium foam core coated with an aluminum skin
3. Polymer foam core integral with polymer skin
4. Carbon fiber reinforced micro-spheres—matrix and micro-spheres can be
tailored to achieve multiple mission objectives such high specific strength,
stealth capability, conductivity, self-healing etc.
5. Inflatable geodesic structure.

Rollocopter Conceptual Design
The rollocopter is a novel aerial-ground vehicle for failure-resilient, energy
efficient and agile mobility. It has a spatially distributed propulsion system.

Electronics

Ability to previously unexplorable

Propulsors

Non-Space Applications:
Cage

Importance of Rollocopter to Space Missions:
Unprecedented mobility:
Science return from caves, crevices/cracks, cliff walls, over-lakes, etc.
Performance Improvement:
Per-charge-operation-time and traveled-distance-per-hour
Mechanical Resilience:
Very simple, Has redundancy, Collision-resilient

1. Inspection of confined/cluttered (inside pipes, where the robot needs to survive
collisions).
2. Mining
3. Law Enforcement (Autonomous search, Going into areas of high risk)
4. Agriculture (Survey, Autonomous crop inspection)
5. Industrial (Facility inspection, Free to collide with surfaces)
6. Insurance (Assess post-disaster damage)
7. Search and Rescue

Material Characterization-Composites

